
RLC_SE meeting: 21st May 2016. 13.00-16.00 
 
Safe Spaces policy read out. 
Chatham House rules read out. 
Introductions made. 
 
Looked through action points of previous meeting. 

 SB to continue looking into migrating email onto the same server as Sandstorm 

 Statement against Library Taskforce needs to be uploaded onto website 

 Continuing to collect USBs to load ricochet onto so these can be handed out at Brighton 
Conference. Ideally these should be 8GB but can be 4GB. Ideally Ricochet should be 
uploaded in front of people so they can see what is being done. SB to investigate the 
practicalities of this. 

 Is the next meeting going to be in Brighton? This would be 25th June? If so, would we still 
have a meeting in London on 15th June? RJ to check what’s been booked with BB. JR/ SL to 
look into possible Brighton venues. 

 If anyone has any spare lamps can they donate these to LARC to help the library look a bit 
brighter? 

 Would promoting LibraryThing and the holdings of the LARC library clash with LARC trying 
not to publicise themselves too much at the moment? RJ to check at next LARC meeting/ 
check with BB who went to last LARC meeting 

 A number of people from RLC volunteered to help the Feminist Library but so far no-one 
from there has got back in touch. 

 There are plans to have an Organisation Committee in LARC to make sure the ‘drudge work’ 
gets done e.g. people are replied to (and make sure they don’t get duplicate replies.) A 
spreadsheet of duties has been compiled. This has been sent to G (who has been doing a fair 
amount of admin) to check. RJ to check he’s happy and then send to the RLC mailing list for 
approval. 

 When we tweet from RLC_SE twitter feed please can we initial our tweets so it is clear who 
said what? 

 To ensure diversity speaking opportunities should be emailed to the group to ensure a wide 
variety of speakers at events. 

 Discussed the RLC rota- a big part of this depends on whether the next meeting will be in 
Brighton [see 4th bullet point.] 

 
Agenda points. 

1) LARC library. RJ going to next LARC meeting- double check about definitely getting rid of 
sleeping bags/ Library Thing promotion 

2) Finances. WE HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT! This means we’ll be able to do things like pay as an 
organisation for Sandstorm and the website. BB is going to set up a PayPal account. RJ to 
investigate most secure way of distributing details if people want to set up a direct debit. 

3) RLC2016. 20/50 tickets gone already.  AC to advertise via ‘New Practices for New Publics’ 
mailing list. JR and SL to advertise in Brighton’s public libraries. There are 2 rooms. 1 is 
upstairs (library- holds about 10) Use for ‘time out’ space?  Will it be possible to have two 
separate discussions going on in large room? Conversation about whether sessions should 
be more organised/ planned this year. Discussed questions to ask:  
- Do they have enough chairs? 
- What are we doing for lunch?  
- How are people going to be able to have their tea and coffee? Urn? Cups? 
- Is there wifi? 

4) Key signing didn’t happen.  



 
AOB. 

 In August the Journal of Radical Librarianship will have been around for two years. SL to ask 
if anyone else would like to volunteer to be one of the editors. There are currently three 
articles under peer review plus other people (mostly from the US/ Canada) have expressed 
interest in writing for the journal. SL to alter SB’s profile on website so now technology 
editor and add JR to list of editors. 

 Is there any way RLC can encourage a national, digital e-book resource among libraries as a 
way of helping to improve teen literacy? Ed Vaizey had been contacted a few years ago and 
said he would ask the Society of Chief Librarians to look into it but they’ve not done 
anything. SL to ask Carolyn at JISC about whether their plans for national licensing in public 
libraries have gone any further. C to join RLC mailing list and send message encouraging 
people to sign the EBLIDA petition https://www.change.org/p/for-the-right-to-e-read  

 Discussion on the difference between Critical and Radical Librarianship? Is it the difference 
between US and UK? Thought critical = theory- critiquing disciplinary boundaries while 
radical = praxis. Used ‘radical’ for RLC because at preceding unconference speaker had 
referred to themselves as radical and the word was recognised. Also links to the fact that 
public libraries are a result of a campaign led by The Radicals. Feminist Library used to offer 
training in radical librarianship. 

 Discussed the article written for the CILIP Retired Members Guild. It’s good- could it be more 
widely distributed? AC to email CILIP to see whether it can be put on their blog or be made 
Open Access. 

 Discussed Lanschool software http://www.lenovosoftware.com/lanschool Often used in FE 
colleges. Monitors keystrokes (to pick up PREVENT words but can therefore see other things 
e.g. bank account details. ) Posters just say that people are being monitored but they don’t 
realise the extent. Also no policy about how long information is kept for. The I.C.O. look at 
Data Protection and recently fined the Soho AIDS clinic for leaking HIV statuses. Could they 
help? RLC should campaign to get information deleted and make sure posters are more clear 
than just ‘monitoring’ and not mentioning keystrokes e.g. 
http://moodle.lesoco.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=478&section=7   RJ to email group to see if 
there’s any interest in taking this forward e.g. using FOI to say what software they are using 
and what their data protection policies are. 

 Promotion of ‘Library is not a dirty word’ as part of Antiuniversity Now 
http://www.antiuniversity.org/Library-is-Not-a-Dirty-Word-Reclaiming-its-Power-and-
Possibility Will be an intergenerational discussion looking at how certain issues keep 
reappearing so campaigns now are similar to those being run in the 1980s 1990s. Will focus 
on public libraries and will include information about the start of GLL. 
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